
learning solutions

Learning should be enriched by the setting   
where it occurs
classroom/training

open office

private office

cafe

lounge/commons

lobby/reception

library

benching

conference 

dorm rooms

multi-purpose

At Interior Resources Group, reputation is everything. We proudly 
supply the educational community with unparalleled quality, superior 
design and unmatched after sales support. Dedicated  to working with 
educational organizations, architects and designers, IR Group believes 
learning should be enriched by the setting where it occurs, wherever 
this takes place. The most powerful learning spaces should be versatile, 
social, inventive and enduring. 

Our goal is to support the learning experience by    
emphasizing on  human-centered designs— furniture that is 
comfortable,  approachable and facilitates collaboration. Features that 
enhance the learning process— tools that support technology and help 
instructors engage learners. Ultimate flexibility— pieces that are easy 
to move and reconfigure, from day to day, hour to hour and into the 
future. Lasting durability— furniture that withstands the rigors of heavy-use 
environments and features clean, timeless design that will remain relevant 

for years to come.
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IR Group represents over 200 of the most widely respected 
brands, while also holding the exclusive Select Dealer 
relationship with Kimball. Our customers can rest easy 
knowing our team of trained negotiators will leverage 
every resource available, resulting in the most competitive 
terms and pricing. 

Employing an in-house team of the most talented, brightest 
minds continues to be our focus. Partner with IR Group and 
expect a combination of top-notch support and paramount 
quality. No matter the budget, we won’t stop until your 
vision is executed seamlessly.

Vendors:
Kimball | ABCO | American Seating | Claridge | Clarus 
Egan Visual | Enwork | ESI | FireKing | Global |Highmark  
HON | Humanscale | Indiana | Jonti Craft | KI   
KNU | Landscape  Forms | La-Z- Boy | Lencore | Loftwall 
Magnuson | Mayline | Moore Co | National Office                 
Nukraft | Residence Life | Safco | SitOnIt | Symmetry 
Tennsco | United Chair | VIA | Virco | 2/90 Signs   

Dealer Services: 
Design Consulting | Project Management | Space Planning 
Furniture Specification | Delivery & Installation | Relocation 
& Reconfiguration | Asset & Inventory Management  
CAD Support | Flexible Financing
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